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Glossary of touch screen buttons and other tips
This Glossary is provided in the spirit of learning by exploration. It
starts with a list of some of the touchscreen buttons you will come across
while exploring your iPad. There are also sections on what you can do with:
physical buttons, gestures, the touchscreen keyboard, a stylus and speech.

Touchscreen buttons, general
This part of the Glossary is a guide to the signs and symbols that you
can touch to do things. It is divided into two parts: general touchscreen
buttons, and touchscreen buttons specific to media players and recorders.
Within each section touchscreen buttons are grouped according to their
function. Consult it when you are trying to guess what touchscreen button to
touch. If in doubt just touch it anyway. You should always be able to get back
to where you were if it does not have the effect you were hoping for. Text in
blue will also often work as a touchscreen button, it is always worth a try
anyway.
Though Apple provide extensive advice as to how touchscreen buttons
should look and be used, app developers don't always follow this advice. This
is a compilation of just some of the touchscreen buttons I have seen.

Help. Displays help screens relevant to what you are looking at.

Information. Sometimes used for non-essential or technical information such
as credits for design or version number, sometimes for further details that you
can act on.

Compose or edit text. Brings up the touchscreen keyboard. Touch the part of
the display that you want the text to be in to get an insert cursor. See section
below Bringing up and using the touchscreen keyboard.

Search. Displays a search field (also pictured) that you can enter text into and
brings up the touchscreen keyboard for typing. Press "Search" or "Go" on the
touchscreen keyboard to start the search.

Download. Move the thing you are looking at from iCloud, or elsewhere on the
internet, to your iPad/iPhone (e.g., download a new app when looking at it in
the App Store).

Menu. Opens menu of actions or possible new screens. V-shaped button
(right) displays a pulldown menu. These buttons may also work like the
share/action button below.

Share/Action. Display a list of things you can do with the current thing you are
looking at (e.g., a picture, song or email). These often include passing info to
other apps. For example, while looking at a photo in the photo app, use this
button to include the photo in a message or email.

More actions. Display more actions you can do with the current thing you are
looking at, as above.

Cancel. "I didn't want to do this, take me back where I was before".

Done. "I have done what I wanted to do with this, take me back where I was
before".

Close. "Close this screen and take me back where I was before". Often used
in place of Cancel or Done where there is no obvious action to be done.

Organise/file. Move the current thing you are looking at (e.g., a picture, song
or email) to storage within the iPad. For example, move an email to an email
folder.

Settings. Opens page of app settings (e.g., your weight) and preferences
(e.g., language or font size)

On/off slider. Used in settings and elsewhere to switch features on and off.
The slider depicted above is set to on.

Date Picker. Used to set a day and/or time.

Bluetooth. Switch Bluetooth wireless communication on or off.

WifFi. Switch WiFi wireless communication on or off.

Print. You will need an Airplay compatible printer connected to the same WiFi
network for this to work.

Add/Plus. Add another new thing to a list of things (e.g., a new contact or a
friend).

Edit. Edit a form or display a list of items that can then be edited, e.g., by
deleting some of items in the list.

Trash/delete. Delete the thing you are looking at or some thing or things you
have selected from a list.

Touchscreen buttons, specific to media players and recorders
(sounds or pictures)

Play. Begin playback of media (e.g., slide show or play list) or play game.

Pause media playback (e.g., song or slides).

Move forward through media playback (e.g., slide show or play list).

Move backwards through media playback (e.g., slide show or play list).

Microphone. Record sound (e.g., voice message or voice memo).

Camera/Photos. Display camera options (e.g., take photo or video).
Alternatively, this may display Photos for you to choose a picture from.

Switch cameras. Switch from front camera to back camera or vice versa

End call. End video or audio call.

AirPlay. Play sound and video from your iPad on your TV (via Apple TV) or
just sounds on an AirPlay loud speaker.

Physical buttons
As you will be aware, there are four physical buttons on an iPad: the
large home button; the small on/sleep/off button; the volume up/down button,
and the toggle next to the volume up/down button. The latter "side switch" is
normally used to mute sound (sound off if red dot visible). This can be
changed to mean "lock screen rotation" in Settings, General. If there is no
sound or the screen won't auto rotate when you turn the iPad round you may
have accidentally moved the side switch.
As you probably also know a short press of the on/sleep/off button
causes the screen to go off (sleep) and a long press of the on/sleep/off button
gives you a slider to switch the device off altogether. You may not however be
aware that you can use the home and on/sleep/off button in combination.
Pressing them both together briefly captures an image of whatever is on the
screen at that moment and puts it in the Camera Roll in the Photos app (see
Chapter 6 - Getting creative, photos and art). I have used this to capture many
of the screen shots in this book. Pressing both these physical buttons together

and holding for a few seconds switches off the iPad. You will need this if for
some reason the touchscreen stops working and you need to switch it on and
off to get it working again. Try also pressing twice on the home button which
allows you to choose between recently used apps.

Gestures that work like buttons
You may or may not have discovered, that certain "gestures" over the
home screen give you access to new screens with additional information and
controls.
The long touch. Touching some part of the screen and holding your finger
there for a second or two will sometimes give you further things to do. For
example a long touch on the text in a website will allow you to select a portion
of the text to copy and paste into another app. The first picture below shows
what you would see after a long touch on the word "advancing". Touching
Select results in the second picture below. The selection can be extended or
contracted by dragging about the blue dot handles (you may need a stylus for
this, see below Finger not working try a stylus). Copy allows you to paste the
text into any app or Search box.

Readers used to working a mouse will recognise the long touch as being
similar in effect to a double click.
Stroking up from below the bottom of the display with one finger reveals the
Control Centre where you can switch on and off Bluetooth, WiFi and the
Torch. You can also control you music player and access other frequently
used settings. If you are using iOS 10 the controls are expanded into 3
screens that you swipe left or right for (see Aside - are you using iOS 10? in
the Appendix).
Stroking down from above the top of the display with one finger reveals a
summary of your notifications and calendar entries for the day.
Stroking down from the centre of the display with one finger reveals the
Spotlight search screen. I have a lot of apps on my iPad and often use this to
open one that I can't immediately see. It is actually also a very powerful
search engine that can be used to search the internet as well as content
obtained from various apps.

Touching a whole screen picture will generally reveal controls (e.g., pause or
revert to smaller format). Touching it again will remove these controls.
Finger and thumb pinch close to contract an image, Finger and thumb pinch
open to expand an image
Stroking the lock screen left - iOS 10 only opens the Camera app. The lock
screen is what you see on first pressing either the Home or on/sleep/off
physical button.
Stroking the lock screen right - iOS 10 only gives you a summary display of
new information from apps that you use regularly such as Weather, News and
your Calendar.
3D touch on the iPadPro makes use of the fact that the iPad Pro
screen can tell how hard you are touching it.
Quick Actions allows you to do commonly used tasks with specific apps
simply by pressing hard on the app in the home screen.
Peek and Pop works in a similar way with items within an app. For example
press hard on a specific email to pop it open in preview mode.

Bringing up and using the touchscreen keyboard
Text is entered into your iPad using the touchscreen keyboard. This
comes up on the screen whenever you touch some part of the screen where
you are intended to insert text, e.g., a search box (see Touchscreen buttons,
general above) or the To: field in an email.
Initially it displays the familiar QERTY keyboard (see picture below).
Touch the .?123 button to get a keyboard for numbers and punctuation.
Touch the smiley face button to add an emoticon (see Aside - Emoticons, in
Chapter 4).
As you type Mail will guess the word you are typing. These guesses
are displayed just above the keyboard. Touch one of the guesses to fill in the
missing letters. The insert cursor shows where the text will appear when you
type. The insert cursor can be moved by touching a new location in the text.
See also the Long touch in Gestures that work like buttons above.
Touch BIU the right of the guesses to type in bold italic or under lined
text. Note that in some contexts people may be offended by bold italic or
under lined text. Most people will be offended by CAPITALISED TEXT as this
is considered to be shouting.
Finally words not in the iPad's dictionary are underlined in red.
Touching one of these words will reveal guesses as to what you might have
meant to type. These guesses may be touched to change the word.
The keyboard will disappear when you finish entering text. If you want
to move it out the way temporarily in order to see more of the screen, use the
touchscreen key at the bottom right of the keyboard. To get it back touch
again in the part of the screen that you are entering text into.

Talking to your iPad, Siri
Speech recognition has got very good and it is possible to dictate text
in many situations where you would previously have had no alternative to
typing. The Microphone touchscreen button (see Touchscreen buttons,
specific to media players and recorders) will appear in in most text entry
contexts (e.g., the touchscreen keyboard above).
Siri combines this with internet searches to answer questions that you
ask him. My grandchildren are easily amused asking Siri silly questions (e.g.,
"Are you male or female"). Apple seems to have anticipated a lot of these
questions and the answers are often quite funny. You access Siri by making a
long press on the Home button. Siri for iOS 10 has the capability to access
other apps such as Email, Messages, Music and Maps.

Finger not working try a stylus
Sometimes when my fingers are dry (probably due to all those
household chores that I do!) I can't get the touchscreen buttons or sliders to
work. A stylus is a kind of pen that imitates the electrical properties of a finger
and so can be used with any touchscreen device like the iPad. The last time I
looked on Amazon you could get a pack of five Styluses ("Styli"?) for $3 (£2),
search the internet for "stylus pen". The stylus pictured below is weighted to
feel right for artists and cost me £6.

